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Consultation with Disabled Children and their Parents:
Perceptions of Placement Opportunities for Children ‘In Care’ with a Disability

Introduction

Derbyshire Parent Carer Voice (DPCV) have been commissioned by Life Chances,
Derbyshire County Council and Credo Care to consult on placement options for
disabled children and young people that enter care. This forms part of a feasibility
study for a ‘step down specialist foster care services’ for children and young people
currently in or who would otherwise be placed in residential care.

The consultation took place over four weeks across January and February 2018
using Survey Questionnaire delivered by Survey Monkey, to elicit the views of
parents, Foster Carers and professionals through face to face meetings, telephone
consultations with individuals or groups from these stakeholders. The face to face
meetings and telephone consultations were key to the delivery of richer information
by extracting some anonymised case studies to improve the quality of the
consultation report. This report will sit alongside the complementary report of
consultation with social workers.
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Methods Used to Request Information for the Consultation

A letter detailing the consultation and methods of gathering information was sent via
the following sources in order to catch a variety of views from parents using a variety
of services, parents receiving no service, Foster Carers and other Professionals.

The table below show that direct contact was made with over 1000 families and
shared amongst the target community.

Families in Receipt of Short Breaks/Residential Care
Families in Receipt of Personal Budgets
Email to All DCC Foster Carers
Email to All DCC Staff in Children’s Services
Special Schools
Social Media
Email to Members of DPCV Database
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50+ letters sent
200 letters
330 – Self select
Self-select
Letters to 10 schools
Post boosted x 2 weeks
+58 Facebook Shares
770

Methods of Information Gathering Used and Sources Consulted

Survey
Parents

63

Telephone
Consultation
3 Interviews

Foster Carers

6

Professionals

Total reach

Face to Face

Total
96

None

4 Interviews
3 Focus Groups with 26
parent/carers in total
None

24

None

1 group meeting 16 attending

40

93

3

46

142

6

Where none is stated no one from this area came forward to speak directly to us.
On the DPCV website, 436 people viewed the consultation information page, from
this only 151 people clicked through to the Survey Monkey page, unfortunately there
is no breakdown of which of the 3 surveys they clicked on after leaving the DPCV
website. On the 19th January 158 people visited the consultation page this was the
peak day.
132 people came to the website via the Facebook page but it is not specific to which
page on the website was visited and this couldn’t be broken down further. There
were also 58 shares on Facebook from the consultation information and Survey
Monkey post, this could have been shared further from other posts.
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Purpose of the Consultation

In relation to parents, foster carers and professionals the consultation is to capture
their perceptions of:

1. Needs that prompt the belief that either a full time residential unit or full time
foster placement is the most appropriate placement.
2. The features of the residential and foster care placements that are pertinent to
the decision regarding suitability.
3. The relative strengths and disadvantages of each placement for children and
parents
4. The potential advantages of stepping a child down from residential care to
foster care.
5. The concerns or worries regarding stepping a child down from residential care
to foster care.
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1. Needs that prompt the belief that that either a full time residential unit or full
time foster placement is the most appropriate placement

The surveys indicated that 75% of parents who didn’t currently have a child with
SEND who accessed a care setting would choose a specialist foster care placement
over residential care. 25% of this group opted for a residential care setting.

Out of the parents who have children with SEND who access a care setting 40%
stated that they accessed Link fostering services, 30% residential short breaks and
30% accessed other types of services personalised to the needs of the child, funded
by a personal budget.

Case Study and Focus Group examples:

…an overnight stay at a rented house or cottage, rented by the outreach support
workers team with other children and staff, all 1:1. This gives a homely environment
with staff and children that our child is already familiar with.

…There was no choice! When Spire Lodge was offered there was no other option
that could meet his needs.

…Our child has received social care support in the last year for a short period of
time. This was overnight with a link carer but unfortunately this hasn’t continued.
Importantly, the child’s needs were fully met within this nurturing environment, whilst
learning life skills and socialising with other SEND children. It gave consistency, a
friendly face and the carer was known to the family.

…Residential care with onsite education and supported living transition would be
suitable but LA residential placements are not for us. It seems very institutional and
it was not healthy food. Because they are disabled they gave them food to make up
for it. We do not want foster care for our children.
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…Residential care is not even a consideration for this family. They would never
want people walking in and out her of room without permission so would never put
her in that situation. Their daughter’s needs are too complex for foster care. They
believe that foster carers just do it for the money and don’t have the children’s best
interests at heart. They would only be happy with an NHS situation with fully trained
staff and accountability to the NHS.

… At the moment they are mainly having to turn down requests for residential breaks
although residential care would be the last resort. The aim would always be for link
care to be used first.

…It was felt that although life chances might not necessarily be improved, a child
placed with a foster carer stands more chance of staying with a family.

2. The features of the residential and foster care placements that are pertinent
to the decision regarding suitability
The surveys indicated that for parents who didn’t currently have a child with SEND
who accessed a care setting, the features of a setting that would be pertinent to their
decision would be:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Homely environment
Personal Care
Close to home
Structured Routine
Social and Community Activities
Key Worker
On-Site Education
Other
No Choice
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89%
77%
66%
61%
48%
26%
21%
18%
5%

For parents who have children with SEND who access a care setting, the features of
a setting that are pertinent to their decision are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Homely environment
No choice
Other
Structured Routine
Social and Community Activities
On-Site Education
Key Worker
Personal Care
Close to Home

50%
40%
40%
30%
30%
30%
20%
10%
10%

For Foster Carers and other Professionals, the features of a setting that are pertinent
to their decision are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Homely Environment
Personal Care
Social and Community Activities
Structured routine
Close to Home
Key Worker
Other
On-Site Education
No Choice

62%
62%
55%
48%
45%
38%
24%
14%
14%

Case Study and Focus Group examples:

….The residential setting would have more social activity due to being with other
peers and likeminded individuals. Residential care would feel more stable and
resilient.
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….The family believe that foster care could offer more integration into the
community. The family felt that a residential care placement would be more
institutional and restrict interaction with the community.

…Residential care wasn’t a choice due to different staff, different routines, less
homely environment, less nurturing and different children each time.

…As needs can’t always be met, parents don’t always get a choice on places or
what sort of placement they are given. This sometimes isn’t a problem as a lot of
parents just want their child taking as they are in crisis.
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3. The relative strengths and disadvantages of each placement for children
and parents

The surveys indicated that for parents that didn’t currently have a child with SEND
who accessed care setting, they would rate each service on a scale of 1 – 5 (1 being
very negative and 5 being very positive) as the following:
Residential care

3

Specialist foster care

4

For parents who have children with SEND who access a care setting, they would
rate each service on a scale of 1 – 5 (1 being very negative and 5 being very
positive) as the following:

Residential care

5

Specialist foster care

4

For Foster carers and other professionals, they would rate each service on a scale of
1 – 5 (1 being very negative and 5 being very positive) as the following:
Residential care

3

Specialist foster care

4

Case Study and Focus Group examples:
Residential Care
Strengths:




There is a team of staff which means regular breaks.
There are regular social activities as they are taken out regularly and there are
other children/young people to socialise with.
There is the correct equipment on site including hoisting equipment
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The buildings are purpose built and secure. They also have safe places in
them.
There is specialist transport which enables the children/young people to be
taken out.
Some parents prefer the thought of Residential as they don’t want their
children/young people going to another family.
Good facilities – sensory, lots of space
If a member of staff is off sick there is other staff available
There are well trained staff.
There is flexibility
There is access to technology e.g. computers
There is access to a community with support
There is access to physical activities
Outings to the Proact stadium to go to the pool and the treadmill.
Going out for lots of walks
Going out for meals
Young people are able to build up a relationship with their key worker

Disadvantages:











Multiple carers – this can lead to problems such as medication errors due to
there being too many carers. Also, they may not get to know the child/young
person like a Foster Carer would.
Poor communication can be an issue.
It isn’t a homely environment.
Even if a place is needed, as residential places are limited, it may not be
possible to get a place.
It can be risky placing high risk needs together.
A residential placement will often finish when the young person reaches 18.
There is limited availability
High level of illness – viruses spreading which can lead to closure
The facility has been shut down for a while by the Care Quality Commission
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Foster Care
Strengths:






The Disabled Foster Team get specialist training for each child they take on.
They work with the community nursing team and arrange training as needed.
The Foster Carer will get to know the child/young person and their needs.
The child/young person can stay after the age of 18.
Closer to home.
More personal and can build relationships with the family.

Disadvantages:






Placements can breakdown for a number of personal reasons e.g. divorce.
There are not the same number of carers available.
As a child/young person’s needs become more prominent they can need more
care which a Foster Carer cannot provide.
Permanent places can be a problem due to the lack of financial resources
once a placement becomes permanent.
Some carers go above and beyond what is expected of them and some carers
do the minimum expected.
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4. The potential advantages of stepping a child down from residential care to
foster care

The surveys indicated that for parents who have children with SEND who access a
care setting, they would rate stepping down from residential care to a foster care on
a scale of 1 – 5 (1 being very negative and 5 being very positive) as a 4. They
identified that stable and resilient care placements, a social network, access to
support and activities are the areas likely to be more positive in a foster care setting.

For Foster Carers and other Professionals, they would rate stepping down from
residential care to a foster care on a scale of 1 – 5 (scale as stated above) as a 4.
They identified that life chances and a social network are the areas likely to be more
positive in a foster care setting.

Case Study and Focus Group examples:

… It was believed that every child/young person should have the opportunity to be
part of a family.

… When discussing Foster Care and Specialist Foster Care the group felt warmer
and felt more at ease with the discussion. It was deemed more suitable for the
families in the room as they felt their child/young person with SEND would adapt
better to the homely, nurturing environment of a family and being part of a family was
important to them.

… The parent/carer’s who felt their child/young person’s needs would be better met
with a specialist foster carer or foster carer specified that their child/young person
would get more out of the loving friendly environment of a family home. It would be
more settling for them and routines could still be carried out for those that required it.
It was also felt there was more opportunity for family to visit and for the child/young
person to be part of the community in which they lived. Therefore it was believed
amongst the group that if a child/young person was in Specialist Foster Care/Foster
Care it would lead to a more successful adult life.
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5. The concerns or worries regarding stepping a child down from residential
care to foster care

The surveys indicated that for both parents and professionals, in the main there
would be no specific concerns or worries in stepping a child down from Residential
Care to Foster Care or Specialist Foster Care.

Case Study and Focus Group examples:

…For our young person foster care no matter how specialist would be difficult due to
the severity of their needs and support required.

…The foster carers need more support than they are currently given. At the
moment a lot of services provided by Foster Carers is dependent on their goodwill.
A lot of Foster Carers are choosing to go through agencies and not DCC as the
financial side of things works out so much better an although breaks are built into
Foster Care placement contracts there are better resources through agencies for
Foster Carers.
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Summary - Key Themes Identified

Specialist Foster Care placements were overall the preferred placement choice for
all three groups consulted. The key themes from the comments in surveys,
interviews and focus groups were:

 A key theme of worries and fears were bullying and abuse sexual, physical
and verbal
 Perception of Residential Placements within Specialist Schools would lead to
a more independent life but living with Foster Carers/Specialist Foster Carers
could lead to a more independent life within the community they are already
familiar with and with people who are familiar with them
 For those who didn’t use Residential Care, they felt it was institutionalising
children and young people but felt more comfortable about a Residential
School Placement allowing more opportunities to children and young people
 For the few who we were in contact with who used Residential Care as
respite, their view was that it was a fantastic opportunity for their child/young
person and the skills they were learning were invaluable
 Perception of the unknown and what has been seen on TV fiction and nonfiction around the time of this consultation gave parents/carers differing views
on provision they have never viewed or seen but their thoughts and feelings
around this consultation are valid throughout
 A lot of people who we met through the focus groups were reluctant to put
themselves in the mind-set that the worst could happen and their child/young
person would go into care and refused to complete the survey!
It was also stated quite often that if a child/young person was unhappy in their
placement within Residential Care, it would be acceptable to try Foster
Care/Specialist Foster Care that said it was also very clearly stated that if that
child/young person had attachment disorder or issues then the family setting would
be completely inappropriate.
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Key Points to consider in relation to the information collated

 No parent came forward who had a child or young person in full time
residential care or foster care.
 For those who didn’t receive any overnight care they were unsure what
residential care was.
 It is clear from our data that 50% of responses from professionals were
completed by the Social Care disability team.
 The majority of people asked either have children or work with children with
Autism.

Report Completed by Derbyshire Parent Carer Voice
10.02.18.
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Case Study

17 year old young man who is 6 ft 6” tall with the same size personality to match! He
has a diagnosis of Severe Learning Disability, ASD, OCD , Asthma and Eczema
At school he is 2:1 currently and on occasions this changes to 3:1. He attends a
specialist school for Autism.
The young man currently lives at home with his loving family and up until
October/November 2017 he accessed Spire Lodge for short breaks for 2 to 3 nights
per month. After this provision was closed Mencap began to provide Outreach
support but this was only accessed due to transition to Adult Services and there
have been 3 sleepovers on an ad hoc basis.

Residential
There was no choice! When Spire Lodge was offered there was no other option that
could meet his needs.

Strengths:
Good facilities – sensory, lots of space
If a member of staff is off sick there is other staff available
There are well trained staff.
There is flexibility
There is access to technology e.g. computers
There is access to a community with support
There is access to physical activities
Outings to the Proact stadium to go to the pool and the treadmill.
Going out for lots of walks
Going out for meals
Young people are able to build up a relationship with their key worker

Disadvantages:
There is limited availability
High level of illness – bugs spreading which can lead to closure
The facility has been shut down for a while by the Care Quality Commission.
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Specialist Foster Care
For this young man Foster Care no matter how specialist would be difficult as he can
be 3:1 and this would impact the Foster Carers home by requiring toughened glass
and removal of breakables to the point where their home would need to be
minimalist.
Social care would never use this as an option due to the severity of his needs.
Due to this young man’s needs he is awaiting a specialist house. This will be a 3
bedroom house for him to live with 2:1 staff, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. This will
enable him to live as independently as possible with full time adult support and full
access to the community. His needs will be fully met through living in a homely
environment that he is familiar with.

Case Study 2

Direct payments have been received for 10 years for two children who both have
severe learning difficulties.
They have a PA employed to safely access the community. They have had trouble
finding suitable PA’s and finding someone they are happy leaving their young people
with. They were suspicious of agencies.
They try to do things separately as much as possible
They have used Fairplay overnight on a few occasions but it didn’t really work for
them as they have got older as they would prefer their own beds.
The PA is a similar age so they have interaction with someone that is from the same
generation. This is important for a number of reasons including:
 Age appropriate conversation
 Shopping advice when buying clothes – When mum buys something
they are generally unhappy with the style
They go for trips to the cinema, gym and birdwatching as these are their interests
along with relaxing. They choose something each time they go out.
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Residential Care
Residential care with onsite education and supported living transition as they go
through into Adulthood. It would be expected that there was a degree of support
with personal care such as prompts and checks. There would be routine with their
daily lives and access to social and community activities but also support and help
with getting a job and help to understand paid employment.
The strength for residential care placement for these children would be as an
educational stepping stone towards living more independently n supported living
within the community they have been raised in and know.
The disadvantages would be a residential placement with no prospects of future life
chances, no socialising and institutionalising of young. There may be no peer
groups of the same age or cognitive age.
Residential LA care placements - Not for this family, it seemed very institutional and
it was not healthy food. They felt that because they were disabled they gave them
food to make up for this.
Residential college placements – There seemed to be options to progress
independently which leads to job opportunities and life skills. There seemed to be
more chance of independent living through learned skills.
There was not opinion on Foster Care as they wouldn’t want it for their children.

Case Study 3

Has 3 children two of which have SEND.
Child A has 1P22.1 Micro Deletion ASD Hypertonia & complex needs
Child B has 1p22.1 Micro Duplication & possible ASD & ADHD.

Child A has received Social Care Support in the last year for a short period of time
this was overnight with a link carer. Unfortunately this hasn’t continued and the
family are seeking ways outside of the family to support this young person’s needs
and the needs of siblings.
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Link care provided a family environment for Child A, while Child B and older sibling
got a break from the complex needs Child A displayed.
Very importantly Child A’s needs were fully met within a nurturing environment, while
learning life skills, independent living skills, socialising with other SEND children and
self-care skills. It was felt that the consistency, friendly face knew the family
This was chosen over Residential placement as the family felt that a residential
placement would not be suitable due the changing staff members on shifts, etc. Not
the same staff there every time Child A visited, difference in routines with different
staff, less homely environment, less nurturing, different children/young people there
each time. The positive thoughts on this type of care would be the social aspect,
(from parent’s point of view) refreshed staff and fully documented visits. The main
drawback to this would be the idea/thought that residential care is institutionalising.

The idea of Child A not being able to live as independently as possible when in adult
services would be very disheartening for the family and feels that specialist Link
Care is the right option for Child A and their family to ensure the best outcome for
future life opportunities.

Child B is very laid back but suffers with anxiety if in the future he required social
care support again Link Care would be the families choice to ensure independent life
skills are gained to enable a fully inclusive and independent life as possible.

Case Study 4

Family with 3 children eldest child has Down Syndrome, repaired AVSD requiring
further surgery, challenging behaviour, night-time muscle spasms, demand avoidant
and moderate learning disability.

This young person has had support from outreach workers from approx. 5 years of
age going out to access the community safely and positively working towards social
care outcomes, over the years this amount of support has increased and a weekly
sleep over with grandparents has supported the family to have a night’s sleep with
no interruptions. Being part of a very supportive extended family it has significantly
increased the positive social outcomes for this young person, although this young
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person is still very demanding the parents and siblings are supported through his
respite delivered by social care and grandparents.

After grandfather was diagnosed with cancer and began treatment it was more
difficult for grandparents to care for this young person although didn’t want to let the
family down. From this social care looked into extending the outreach support to
cover one night a month to relieve grandparents of their caring duties (although they
were very reluctant to do so).This came in the form of an overnight stay at a rented
house or cottage, rented by the outreach support workers team with other
children/young people and staff, all 1:1. This gives a homely environment with staff
and young people this young person is already familiar with. Generally the same
staff and young people attend each month giving consistency to all the young
people. The support provided increases opportunities for independent living skills,
self-care and health and well being.

This is good for the family as they know the young person is in safe hands with
people she knows and likes but also people who know how to deal with the
challenging behaviour. The family feel more comfortable giving the grandparents a
rest although they feel they don’t need it!

Residential care has been considered by the family but due to having someone they
already knew and the young person knew and likes it would have been unfair to start
from scratch somewhere new! The family felt that the environment the young person
is in is similar to that of residential care being around staff and other young people.
The specific positives about this kind of care is that staff are doing this as a job but
are very caring and nurturing but they’re also refreshed as they don’t have the young
person waking throughout the night every night. Although changing staff and not the
same staff within a residential setting would be very upsetting for their young person
and would become anxious and agitated easily. Family also worry about abuse
within all types of overnight care situations (although not with the provider they use).

When considering Link Care or Specialist Foster Care the family would be open to
this if the current situation failed and would think the 1:1 and homely environment
would be appropriate for the young person’s needs, the downside would be that if it
was for more than one night the carers would be drained from night time waking and
also worry about abuse in this situation.
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For this young person the family would like her to live as much of an independent life
as possible in the future with adult support. The family believe that foster care could
offer more integration into the community and enable the young person to be a
meaningful member of the community, knowing the local shops saying hello to
friends and neighbours when out and about, the family felt that a residential care
placement would be more institutional and restrict the interaction with the
community.

Although if there was a need for this young person to go into full time care they
would most likely choose Specialist Foster Care, the young person would require
outreach support to access the community and peers of the same cognitive ability as
within Residential Care this would give a better social life and activities for the young
person.

Case Study 5

17 year son severe ASD, through school 1 night a week through Holbrook School
not social care. Social care just got involved.

1 year at a time and approved a year only approved if the child is benefiting from the
learning experience develop independent skills, self-care, peer group work, daily
living skills and being out about in the community away from parents doing activities
e.g. bowling shopping. This is classed as a learning opportunity not respite for
parents.

Would be looking for knowledgeable staff, significant level of need, experienced key
worker, non-verbal and no other form of communication, uses pecs at school but at
home its limited to food and drink, uses objects of reference eg get shoes to go out,
or car key if he wants to go for a ride in the car.

Imperative that the person working with this young man would need to be extremely
experienced with young people with no verbal limited communication with asd.
Knowledgeable
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1:1 support with everything, personal care, toileting, feeding support, structured
routine, social and community activities although limitations of interests, limited diet
by his own behaviours mashed/sloppy shepherd’s pie, fromage frais yoghurt and
dried sweet biscuits. School have only recently introduced / over time sit with peers
serving others food – smelling it, touching it, putting a little on his plate toleration
mood dependent there are times now he will have a meal at school mash potato
casserole still of sloppy consistency.

Ideally it would be close to home

Residential placement, always a difficulty thinking about this but now in 5th year at
one night education over night at school and this would be something that would be
considered as a residential short break would be ok but not really wanting to think
about residential college placement where he would away for the week.

Decent night’s sleep/have the freedom to have visitors or go visiting

Not a good sleeper, wakes extremely early, medication to help sleep, cycles of
behaviour some morning can be awake from 1am. Waking staff throughout the night,
currently 1 regular care worker, not a huge turnover of staff, feel it’s not good to be
too dependent on one member of staff in case of illness or holiday.

Worry that you don’t know what is going on, the communication link between
parents, worry the person working the child that there not cared for in the way that is
appropriate, regulated properly high level of care you would take for granted.

Specialist Foster Care Placement

Good idea, good links with the family communication, as long as the child’s needs
are met, family experience is nice but not have the waking staff side of it.
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The unknown wouldn’t necessarily be able to know if this would be appropriate as its
unknown to family. 2am could need a drive in the car and this would be a need not a
want and would need to be carried out this would need to happen.

Worry about this.

Residential setting to be more social activity due to being with other peers or
likeminded individuals.
Interesting and beneficial activates would be a 3 as there could be proactive foster
care families but the residential already have those links
Stable and resilient care placement residential more stable due to foster carers could
be more likely to say they can no longer cope with the individual and unable to meet
their needs and require moving to another foster carer. Residential more robust
resilient tap in to specialist care where required.
Education and employment opportunities not going to be leading an independent life
anytime soon. Assume that easier for the residential organisations link to other
organisations and find it easier to establish further links not sure how easy this would
be for foster families.
Sitting on the fence with residential specialist college 3days a week would not be
appropriate he needs to be occupied fully.

Case Study 6

Daughter 15 – my friend on occasion direct payments 6 weekly not very often
overnight 3 hrs per week only access so the hours add up to a full day only access
overnight if parents have an event eg wedding. It would be lovely to have a whole
day weekly or fortnightly to do something as a couple.
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Complex needs cp hydrocephalus and moderate asd, anxiety, visual perception
issues. Big worry respite care, vulnerable and I think people abuse! Her learning
needs are of 7/8 yr old teaching the pants rule.

Residential home is not even considerable to this family walking in and out of her
room without permission this will never ever be put in this situation! Perception there
is no trust would be much happier with a hospital lead respite situation like Ash
Green, nurses, psychiatric nurses, safe well looked after clean safeguarding,
equipment appropriate toys people cared, sensory room play leaders, teachers etc.
Better training

Trusting carers in residential home, they’re not professional like nurses, definitely not
like Tracey Beaker! Complex needs

Specialist Foster Care
Family friend or family member again due to trust and just do it for the money and
don’t have the children’s best interest at heart and feel that the LA is so desperate
for foster carers they’re not vetted properly. Too complex for a foster carer so if she
lashed out would they hit back? Aggression training?
Scary future about what will happen to this vulnerable young lady
NHS situation with fully trained staff and accountability to the NHS.

Case Study 7

Son 8 years Dual diagnosis low functioning autism with global developmental delay.

Once a month 24 hour care with a foster carer been with her for nearly 4 years, work
really well for both families.
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Informed what’s available doesn’t know what else was there although it was a while
ago but was unaware of Fairplay.

Residential Care was a little unsure don’t understand what this would be but would
have to visit to gain a view.

Built a good relationship with the foster carer almost like a friend would feel less in
control with residential care different members of staff the continuity of the 1:1 with
the foster carer the child has a good relationship with her too. They can feed back
on activities they’ve but don’t feel that would be the same with residential. But finds
it hard to make comparison due to not knowing an awful lot about residential.

Haven’t found any negatives yet, a part from illness and no cover.

Support him with his social skills, mum feels the foster carer is braver and takes him
out more, he’s a runner and mum is afraid of bullying from other kids and mum
doesn’t feel she could handle this well. Listens better to carers more than mum as in
most situations.
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Disabled Children’s Social Care Team Meeting – Focus Group

Of their workload roughly 70 to 80% of cases will access some form of Social Care
whether it be Residential, Foster Care or Link Care.

The decision on what support is needed is assessed on the child’s needs as well as
what support the family needs. Once assessed it is passed to a decision making
panel. If there are concerns that a family is not coping and the child is at risk then it
would be passed to Child Protection.

At the moment they are mainly having to turn down requests for Residential breaks
although Residential care would be used as a last resort. The aim would always be
for Link care to be used first.

If the only place that can be found is out of county then it would need to be agreed
and would depend on the child’s age.

As needs can’t always be met parents don’t always get a choice on places or what
sort of placement they are given. This sometimes isn’t a problem as a lot of parents
just want their child taking as they are in crisis.

The providers DCC use have to tender every 4 years. The placement team have to
approach in house Foster Carers and contracted providers first but if there are no
places available they can go elsewhere.

Parents will meet their link carers but a lot of times carers can’t meet the needs of
the child such as moving and handling issues or very challenging behaviours. These
needs make it difficult for the child to be placed within a family.

The criteria has recently been widened and now includes high functioning Autism.
Their needs to be more provision and it also needs to be more flexible. There needs
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to be more local provision so that less children are going out of county. There also
needs to be more foster placements that can provide for children with moving and
handling issues. Children can be waiting 6 months plus for a placement is they have
moving and handling issues.

Although parents feel much better if they are properly supported by their Social
Worker, caseload at the moment is so massive that the Social Workers feel they
can’t support as they should.

The Foster Carers also need much more support than they are currently given.
There is a definite need for investment in some In House provision. At the moment a
lot of the services provided by Foster Carers is dependent on their goodwill. A lot of
Foster Carers are choosing to go through agencies and not Derbyshire County
Council as the financial side of things works out so much better.

Although breaks are built into Foster Carers contracts there are better resources
through agencies like Credo Care. 4 in house placements have broken down
recently and these have been settled through Credo Care as they have better
provisions in their contracts.

Residential Care
Strengths:
 There is a team of staff which means regular breaks.
 There are regular social activities as they are taken out regularly and there are
other children/young people to socialise with.
 There is the correct equipment on site including hoisting equipment
 The buildings are purpose built and secure. They also have safe places in
them.
 There is specialist transport which enables the children/young people to be
taken out.
 Some parents prefer the thought of Residential as they don’t want their
children/young people going to another family.
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Disadvantages:
 Multiple carers – this can lead to problems such as medication errors due to
there being too many carers. Also, they may not get to know the child/young
person like a Foster Carer would.
 Poor communication can be an issue.
 It isn’t a homely environment.
 Even if a place is needed, as residential places are limited, it may not be
possible to get a place.
 It can be risky placing high risk needs together.
 A residential placement will often finish when the young person reaches 18.

Derbyshire County Council currently has 3 residential units open.

Foster Care
Strengths:
 The Disabled Foster Team get specialist training for each child they take on.
They work with the community nursing team and arrange training as needed.
 The Foster Carer will get to know the child/young person and their needs.
 The child/young person can stay after the age of 18.

Disadvantages:
 Placements can breakdown for a number of personal reasons e.g. divorce.
 There are not the same number of carers available.
 As a child/young person’s needs become more prominent they can need more
care which a Foster Carer cannot provide.
 Permanent places can be a problem due to the lack of financial resources
once a placement becomes permanent.
 Some carers go above and beyond what is expected of them and some carers
do the minimum expected.
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It was felt that although life chances might not necessarily be improved, a
child/young person placed with a Foster Carer stands more chance of staying with a
family.

The final question of the survey was discussed and the team felt that this was an
impossible question for them to answer. They could answer this on behalf of one
child but not for the group of children they represent.
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Focus Group

7 Parents/Carers

No one in attendance had a child or young person who accessed Residential Care or
Specialist Foster Care and no one used any respite service.

Within the group it was difficult to get the conversation motivated due to the nature of
discussion. No one wants to think that they wouldn’t be able to care for their child
but once the conversation got started most realised they had either visited or seen a
Residential unit before.

When discussing Residential Care the beliefs between Local Authority provision and
private provision were very different. There was a negative belief about aspects of
Local Authority provision and a much more positive outlook on private Residential
provision.

It was thought that Local Authority provision was institutional, a dark/grey feeling with
the notion of abuse in their minds due to things they had heard in the news.

They did however discuss the benefits of being with refreshed staff who were trained
to meet the needs of different types of SEND.

They didn’t feel enthused that the opportunity to live independently after Residential
Care would be successful, however, when discussing private Residential Care the
future seemed brighter.

Three of the members of this group had visited private residential units and they
described as a place they would live, like ‘a home away from home’. They were
positively discussing the benefits of living within the community and how being part
of a community was great for developing skills for a successful transition to life as an
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adult living as independently as possible. There was still however the concern of
abuse.

The discussion of Foster Care and Specialist Foster Care was extremely positive.
All the families in the room felt this would be the only option for their own children
with SEND. They believe that the nurturing environment of a family would be most
appropriate for their children. They felt that they would be able to be part of the
community and live life as part of a family thus receiving more nurturing care leading
to more potential opportunities for paid work, volunteering and more independence
through knowing the community.
There was still some recognition that abuse could take place.

The negatives were mainly about how tiring it would be for the Foster Carers with
this resulting in failed placements and the expectation of moving more frequently.

The families I met with were very hopeful that the future would hold an element of
independence for their children which could mean living independently with one to
one adult support but also living successfully with their community with that support.

Focus Group 3
13 Parent/Carers – South Derbyshire
Non Service Users

The group found the discussion very difficult as no one in the room had experience
of overnight respite care.

One parent started to talk about a residential care home in South Derbyshire and
how it was perceived within the younger community in the late 90’s/early 2000’s. It
was seen a place for naughty children and young people and some of these
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children/young people attended the same school as this parent and they were
labelled the ‘naughty kids’.

A few other parents recalled this but were unsure if the residential home was still
there. As a side note they now as adults realise those children/young people had
SEND and weren’t getting their educational needs met.

This sparked interesting conversations about the benefits of a child/young person
living in Residential Care within a community including Residential Care as a
specialist school placement.

Residential care within a community

Through discussions the group felt quite positive about a residential care home
where children/young people were freely able to access the community and local
school. They thought that for these children/young people with low level needs and
some independent skills it would increase their ability to live more independent adult
lives.
However, it was believed the drawbacks would be the staff ability to nurture their
SEND needs to ensure they thrived within a community and they also felt the
children/young people were vulnerable to bullying/abuse at the hands of the staff.

Residential as a Specialist School Placement

Most were in agreement that this type of specialist need would be extremely
beneficial. They believe being among peers and being able to socialise with school
friends with full support and encouragement was a very healthy inclusive
environment to live. It was also thought that this would be a provision parent/carers
would have selected through choice as the best placement to support their
child/young person’s needs and abilities. In some of the specialist placements this
would improve the ability for a young person moving to adulthood to live more
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independently than if they had stayed at home attending the local/nearest specialist
school.

Issues were raised about the distance of some of the specialist independent schools
meaning less opportunity to visit for all the family, less opportunity for Social Care to
visit as well as other services pertinent to the child/young person’s health and wellbeing. With less visits also brings more opportunity for mistreatment and abuse with
no one noticing.

Residential Care

Just thinking of “residential care” the group thought about a “unit” where there was
little positive interaction with children/young people. They were very clear they
would not want this for their child/young person as they feel it is institutionalised and
they would want a more homely feel with access to socialise and they felt this would
negate any chance of any form of independent living.

When discussing Foster Care and Specialist Foster Care the group felt warmer and
felt more at ease with the discussion. It was deemed more suitable for the families in
the room as they felt their child/young person with SEND would adapt better to the
homely, nurturing environment of a family and being part of a family was important to
them.

It was believed that every child/young person should have the opportunity to be part
of a family.
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Focus Group 4

6 Parent Carers – North East Derbyshire

Currently no parent/carers at this group received any overnight respite care.
Although one family were going through the process with Social Care.

This group has mixed views on both Residential and Foster care.

Some parent/carer’s believed that for their child/young person a Residential Care
setting would be the most appropriate as long as they don’t have to be too close to
any other child/young person. For a couple of the young people being thought
about, the non attachment to staff would be better than a family environment due to
aggressive behaviours. It was also felt in these particular families thoughts that
School Residential would be the most appropriate due to structure. Not much
change and rigid structure are what these families have to carry out at home.

They also stated that staff changes on shifts etc could be an issue to begin with but
transition to this environment would be key to prepare children/young people of time
of day staff change and perhaps a rota with staff faces on would support their
routine. The benefit of rotated staff however would be that they would get a break
from the environment and be refreshed for the next shift.

Extreme negatives were not really put forward as the group respected each others
views although it was discussed that abuse could take place in any setting,
residential or foster care.

The parent/carer’s who felt their child/young person’s needs would be better met with
a specialist foster carer or foster carer specified that their child/young person would
get more out of the loving friendly environment of a family home. It would be more
settling for them and routines could still be carried out for those that required it. It
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was also felt there was more opportunity for family to visit and for the child/young
person to be part of the community in which they lived.

An overall discussion about transferring to adulthood displayed that everyone was in
agreement that being part of the community was beneficial for a more independent
adult life even if this is with support. Children/young people would have had the
opportunity to be part of the community for a while which would make it the “norm” to
continue.

Therefore it was believed amongst the group that if a child/young person was in
Specialist Foster Care/Foster Care it would lead to a more successful adult life.
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